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The portal integrates with several fuel card vendors. If you are a card account holder and want fuel card
integration, email your account number to Support. (WEX account numbers are in the format: XXXX-00-XXXXXX-
X.) Available fuel card sites and fuel card profiles will be available from within the portal after integration is
complete (varies by fleet size). For Fleetcor or Comdata accounts, you may also have to manually match each
fuel card profile with the corresponding vehicle (by VIN).

E X A M P L E
Company XYZ provides fuel cards to drivers to be used at designated fuel sites. At the end of each
month, XYZ’s owner generates Fuel Card Reports to see flagged activity where a specified vehicle was
not present for the associated purchase transaction and to catch any unauthorized (non-fuel) purchases.

To match WEX fuel card profiles with vehicles in your fleet:

From the portal, hover over the Account menu, click Manage Vehicles, and click Update fuel card1.
vehicles and sites.

The Manage Fuel Card Sites page opens in a new browser tab.

In the Fuel Card Vehicles grid, clear the Show Matched check box to display all vehicle profiles that are1.
not yet matched.

For each unmatched vehicle in the grid, click Match to vehicle in your fleet (fuel card icon ).2.

In the Match Fuel Card window, click the Vehicle drop-down, and choose the vehicle that corresponds to3.
the selected Fuel Card Vehicle data.

Note. The vehicle you choose MUST have a VIN that matches the VIN shown in the Fuel Card
Vehicle data. If you are unsure which vehicle to choose based on the vehicle name, open
the Manage Vehicles and Groups page (Account > Manage Vehicles > Open), and view all vehicles
(including VIN).

Click Match.1.

After you’ve matched each fuel card profile with a vehicle in your fleet, it should take 24-48 hours for the
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data to be linked. A fuel card icon to the left of the vehicle (in the Fuel Card Vehicles grid or the Vehicle
List grid) indicates that the link has been made: . The next time a linked fuel card is used, the data will
be available in applicable reports.

In the Company XYZ example, the owner ran the Fuel Card Transactions report. Because of the fuel card-
to-vehicle matching, he can now easily identify which transactions associate to each vehicle. (This
example shows an over capacity and non-fuel purchases.)
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